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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
12/07/16  

The bears have minimal control to start  
 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +5.20, SILVER +3.00, PLATINUM -1.50  
 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were definitively 
higher overnight despite rumors that Italy might be poised to ask the EU for a 
loan to shore up a troubled bank. The markets also discounted evidence of 
negative growth in Australia. The highlight European session saw an October reading on UK industrial production 
and manufacturing production, both of which weakened in October. The North American session will start out with 
the October job openings and labor turnover (JOLTS) survey which is expected to improve on September's 5.486 
million reading. The Bank of Canada's monetary policy meeting is expected to result in no change to rates or 
policy. Earnings announcements will include Brown Forman before the Wall Street opening with Costco 
Wholesale, H&R Block and Casey's General Stores reporting after the close.  
 

GOLD / SILVER 
While the gold market has spent the last 36 hours waffling around both sides of $1,171 without much in the way of 
definitive direction the contract did make a fresh lower low for the move overnight. The gold market might be 
somewhat disappointed by news that Chinese gold reserves remained unchanged in the end of November 
readings. With the Dollar showing signs of strength at times yesterday, the bull camp in gold and silver is lucky 
that even more declines weren't seen yesterday. However, the Dollar early this morning sits right on the prior 
session's high and that could leave a layer of currency resistance hanging over prices early today. However, 
reports yesterday that the US Mint sold out of a number of Golden Eagle coins this year hints at small investor 
interest, but to make a significant low in gold prices in the current environment might require more significant and 
positive demand news from the likes of China or India. According to the U.S. Mint, they have sold just under 1 
million various denomination American Eagle coins this year with a steep double digit sales gain seen in the latest 
monthly sales results (November). Overnight gold derivative holdings declined by a minimal 49,000 ounces while 
silver derivative holdings gained 885,000 ounces to stand at 51.5 million ounces. In looking forward, we still think 
that the bull camp needs to see renewed weakness in the Dollar for the bulls fully regain control but in the event 
of a rally in the Dollar back above 1.01, that might force gold into yet another leg down on the charts. Relative 
strength and other short term technical signals have been registering oversold readings since November 17th, but 
gold sometimes bottoms violently and therefore it might take another spike down move to finish off and reverse 
the 6 month slide in prices. We continue to think that a low might be seen around the $1,161 level  
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PLATINUM  
Platinum looks to hold up better than palladium in what appears to be a liquidation trend in the PGM complex. 
Like gold, we think that the PGM complex needs definitive weakness in the Dollar, news of Zimbabwean labor 
threats or evidence of fund interest in platinum from a reflation play to cushion the market against a definitively 
bearish chart setup. Not surprisingly, we see palladium significantly more vulnerable to long liquidation than 
platinum because palladium from the October lows to the November highs mounted a rally in excess of 26%! 
Downtrend channel resistance in March palladium falls down to $737.90 and near term downside targeting is 
seen down at $672.  
 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: With a pattern of lower highs extending and the Dollar showing some near term 
recovery capacity we just can't throw off the bear tilt. Certainly there have been some positive signs of demand for 
coins from the US Mint, but in order to end the downtrend and reverse prices probably requires news of major 
fund buying in gold or silver but the recent trend in gold derivative holdings is an outflow of funds instead of 
inflows. Critical support in February gold is seen at $1,167.20 but a major pivot point is also seen today down at 
$1,162.20.  
 

 
 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
12/07/16  

The bulls control again but the risk to longs remains high  
 

GENERAL: On Tuesday copper spent a lot of time in the upper portion of 
Monday's range and overnight the market managed to take out the prior 
sessions' high. We suspect that copper is deriving some lift from a fairly 
definitive sweep of higher global equity market action overnight but another 
decline in LME copper stocks of 3,575 tons furthers the argument that supply is 
tightening and demand is judged to be good. While US copper prices initially 
weakened yesterday in the wake of favorable US factory orders results the London copper market overnight 
apparently caught a bid off that news. Fortunately for the bull camp, the early December break in copper was 
short lived and the market has seen some bargain hunting buying and with a risk-on vibe from new highs in the 
Dow Jones Industrial Index this week the overall environment seems conducive to a return to the recent highs.  
 

MARKET IDEAS: A sweep of positive global equity market action, another decline in LME copper stocks and 
upbeat sentiment toward London copper leaves the US copper market in an upward tilt to start today.. Uptrend 
channel support is seen down at $2.6345 today and that up-trend channel support line rises to $2.6515 on 
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Thursday. Pushed into the market we lean bullish but fresh longs have to accept significant risk due to the 
prospect of expanding volatility.  
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